FURNITURE SUMMARY PREPARED FOR

Colorado Springs School District 11

PROJECT CONTACT
Seth Elliott | 719.377.1853 | selliott@officescapes.com
1. SEATING FOR 28

Note: Photos are representation of product only and may not accurately reflect actual finish selections.
TEACHER TASK CHAIR SHELL, MOBILE PED PAINT AND FABRIC

TEACHER DESK, PODIUM AND TABLE LAMINATE

TABLE EDGE AND PAINT

Nordic Linen (C5).jpg

Titanium (4).jpg
PANTO SWING STUDENT CHAIR AND STOOLS

AVAILABLE IN FOLLOWING SEAT HEIGHTS
15”, 17” AND 18”

AVAILABLE IN FOLLOWING SEAT HEIGHTS
24” (COUNTER HEIGHT)
30” (BISTRO HEIGHT)

HOKKI STOOL

AVAILABLE IN FOLLOWING SEAT HEIGHTS
12, 15” AND 18”

dark red
dark blue

C 027
C 029

CRESCENT OTTOMAN VINYL

AVAILABLE IN FOLLOWING SEAT HEIGHTS
12”, 14”, 16” AND 18”

Note: Photos are representation of product only and may not accurately reflect actual finish selections.
TABLE LEGS ARE AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING HEIGHT OPTIONS:

13”-18” (FLOOR SEATING)
19”- 29” (SEATED HEIGHT K-12)
27”- 42” (STANDING HEIGHT K-12)

CASTERS OPTIONAL
(WHEELBARROW APPLICATION – 2 casters)

1. GRAVITY TABLE 54” TRIANGLE
2. NEBULA TABLE (30 X 54)
3. EXPANSE TABLE (30 X 54)

Note: Photos are representation of product only and may not accurately reflect actual finish selections.
SEATING FOR 28

1. (3) CRESENT OTTOMANS
2. (1) ARISE PODIUM AND BOOK BOX
3. (3) TEACHER DESK 30" X 60" D TOP WITH MODESTY PANEL, GROMMET, CENTER DRAWER AND 2 T LEGS WITH CASTERS
4. (4) 30" X 54" NEBULA ½ round TABLES WITH HEIGHT ADJ LEGS 27.42 WHEELBARROW CASTERS
5. (6) 30"X54" EXPANSE rectangle TABLES WITH HEIGHT ADJ LEGS 27.42 WHEELBARROW CASTERS
6. (2) GRAVITY triangle TABLES WITH HEIGHT ADJ LEGS 27.42 WHEELBARROW CASTERS
7. (1) MOBILE PEDESTAL STORAGE WITH CUSHION TOP
8. (1) STRIVE TEACHER TASK CHAIR
9. (2) HOKKI STOOLS 18"h
10. (11) STUDENT CHAIRS 18"H
11. (8) COMPASS LUP STOOLS 30"H
12. (4) COMPASS LUPO STOOLS 24"H

Note: Photos are representation of product only and may not accurately reflect actual finish selections.
SEATING FOR 12-14

842 SQ. FT.
INTERVENTION

1. (2) FATBOY BEAN BAGS
2. (2) 30" X 54" NEBULA ½ round TABLES WITH HEIGHT ADJ LEGS 27-42 WHEELBARROW CASTERS
3. (1) TEACHER DESK 30" X 60" D TOP WITH MODESTY PANEL, GROMMET, CENTER DRAWER AND 2 T LEGS WITH CASTERS
4. (1) ARISE PODIUM AND BOOK BOX
5. (4) PERSONAL ‘C’ TABLE
6. (1) MOBILE PEDESTAL STORAGE WITH CUSHION TOP
7. (1) STRIVE TEACHER TASK CHAIR
8. (2) LOUNGE CURVED SOFAS AND (2) LOUNGE CHAIRS
9. (4) STUDENT CHAIRS 18"H
10. (2) HOKKI STOOLS 18"H

Note: Photos are representation of product only and may not accurately reflect actual finish selections
OAK DEMO CABINET WITH CHEMGUARD TOP

24 x 60 TABLE WITH CHEMICAL RESISTANT TOP AND LOCKING CASTERS

TEACHER DESK

TABLE EDGE AND PAINT

WARM GREY
PWG LRV-26

STERLING SILVER
SX LRV-36

TEACHER TASK CHAIR SHELL, MOBILE PED
PAINT AND FABRIC

STARLIGHT SILVER
SX LRV-36

STUDENT STOOLS

Nordic Linen (C9).jpg

Titanium (4).jpg

black grey

C 073

Note: Photos are representation of product only and may not accurately reflect actual finish selections
CUSTOMER: D-11 FURNITURE STANDARDS

ART CLASSROOM

TEACHER DESK, PODIUM AND TABLE LAMINATE

TABLE EDGE AND PAINT

TEACHER TASK CHAIR SHELL, MOBILE PED
PAINT AND FABRIC

STUDENT STOOLS

Note: Photos are representation of product only and may not accurately reflect actual finish selections.
Customer: D-11 Furniture Standards

Teacher Desk, Podium and Table Laminate

Table Edge and Paint

Teacher Task Chair Shell, Mobile Ped Paint and Fabric

Student Stools

1. [20] Height Adj Stools 19"-27
2. (2) 30"W x 72"L x 27-42"H Table with Wheelbarrow Casters
3. (1) Mobile Pedestal Storage with Cushion Top
4. (1) Strive Teacher Task Chair
5. (1) Arise Podium and Book Box
6. (1) Teacher Desk 30" x 60" D Top with Modesty Panel, Grommet, Center Drawer and 2 T Legs with Casters

Note: Photos are representation of product only and may not accurately reflect actual finish selections.
WE CAN DO A WIDE RANGE OF CAFETERIA FURNITURE LAYOUTS TO MEET YOUR NEEDS
PLEASE CONTACT SETH ELLIOTT 719-377-1853
OR selliott@officescapes.com FOR MORE INFORMATION

3-in-1 ConverTable
Communicator Table
Graduate Table
Socializer Table
TC-65 President Table
Pacer II Table
BY-65 Bench Table

Note: Photos are representation of product only and may not accurately reflect actual finish selections
1. 64 POPCORN CHAIRS AND 2 DOLLIES EACH HOLD 34 CHAIRS
2. 20 POPCORN STOOLS
3. 3 CURVED VINYL BENCHES
4. 2 RECTANGLE BACKLESS BENCHES
5. 4 2 SEAT BOOTH SEATING
6. 3 24" X 48" X 29"H TABLES
7. 6 36" ROUND X29"H TABLES
8. 5 36" ROUND 41"H TABLES
9. 2 60" X 72" X 29"H OVAL FOLDING CAFETERIA TABLES
10. 3 10' LONG FOLDING ELLIPSE CAFETERIA TABLE

Note: Photos are representation of product only and may not accurately reflect actual finish selections.
TABLE EDGE

Shadow Gray (12) **NEW**
8 AND 10 TOP TABLE LEG IS CHROME AS STANDARD

Chrome (C)

4 TOP TABLE LEG IS BLACK AS STANDARD

Black (B)

TABLE LAMINATE

**WASHI CRYSTAL**

SOFT SEATING: ZIZANIA SAPPHIRE AND PLATINUM VINYL

Note: Photos are representation of product only and may not accurately reflect actual finish selections.
CUSTOMER: D-11 FURNITURE STANDARDS

MEDIA CENTER 100

SEATING FOR 30 APPROXIMATE VOLUME COUNT 2800

1. (2) MOBILE TEACHER DESK 30 X 72 D TOP WITH MODESTY PANEL, GROMMET, CENTER DRAWER AND BOX/BOX/FILE ATTACHED PED
2. (4) CURVED BENCH
3. (2) CRESENT OTTOMANS
4. (4) SINGLE SIDED CURVED MOBILE BOOKCASE 17D X 42H
5. (4) DOUBLE SIDED MOBILE BOOKCASE 20D X 42H
6. (8) SINGLE SIDED WALL BOOKCASES 12D X 72H
7. (4) 30 X 54 EXPANSE rectangle TABLES WITH HEIGHT ADJ LEGS 27-42 WHEELBARROW CASTERS
8. (4) 30 X 54 NEBULA ½ round TABLES WITH HEIGHT ADJ LEGS 27-42 WHEELBARROW CASTERS
9. (7) PERSONAL C TABLE
10. (1) MOBILE BOOK RETURN
11. (2) STRIVE TEACHER TASK CHAIR
12. (4) LOUNGE CHAIRS AND (1) 2 SEAT SOFA
13. (1) RECHARGABLE POWER TOWER
14. (2) HOKKI STOOLS 18"H
15. (16) STUDENT CHAIRS 18"H

Note: Photos are representation of product only and may not accurately reflect actual finish selections.
MOBILE BOOK RETURN

POWER TOWER

LOUNGE SEATING VINYL

CRESCENT OTTOMAN AND CURVED BENCH VINYL

Note: Photos are representation of product only and may not accurately reflect actual finish selections.
WE CAN DO A WIDE RANGE OF OFFICE FURNITURE LAYOUTS TO MEET YOUR NEEDS
PLEASE CONTACT SETH ELLIOTT 719-377-1853
OR selliott@officescapes.com FOR MORE INFORMATION